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About This Game

You are the AI in charge of Earth's final interstellar spaceship, tasked with delivering your human crew to a suitable new home
among the stars. The fate of previous ships is unknown--with a set of galactic maps to guide you, it's your job to decide which

planets to visit, which crew to send down to the surface, and which choices they should make along the way. You are humanity's
last hope.

Your choice matters!
Each of ten possible crew members has a distinct set of attributes, traits and flaws that will impact your chances, so choose

wisely! With over 30 planets and stations to visit, over 700 choices to make, and near-infinite randomized sector maps to visit,
there are countless paths to take across the galaxy.

A novel's worth of adventure!
Over 120,000 words of text across multiple playthroughs provide a rich storyline full of action, suspense, drama and horror. Can

you find your way down all four paths to victory?

Customizable
Lua-based missions and json-based data files make writing and scripting your own missions simple, and creating new characters

is a breeze with the in-game character creator. Write yourself into the game, or include your friends and see who survives.

Eat your crew
Food and fuel are hard to come by in deep space. Choose wisely but quickly in charting your course--when supplies run out,

tough decisions will be in store, and cannibalism might be the only option...
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Title: The Away Team: Lost Exodus
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Underflow Studios
Publisher:
Crackshell
Release Date: 22 Jul, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 or higher 32bit

Processor: 1 ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Shader 1.1 support

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: Our sound guy would be sad if you don't have one but you technically could play without one... You monster

English
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the away team lost exodus

Terrible Never Buy This Game! This game is soo bad. All you do is understeer the graphics are soo bad (not to say you need
good ones for a good game) but these are just terrible.. Had been looking for a long time for this time of game... Came out
better than expected. Really great game.. what an awesome little game a real time waster, I didn't notice when I bought it that
there was no single player and couldn't figure out how to start a game but eventually figured it out and made my first video on it,
I plan on making plenty more.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zWYHkj_Z8q4

I would recommend this game to everyone because of the fun nature don't just give it a horrible review because it has no single
player try it online it's mad fun lots of entertaining ways to end a stick life lol. i think i am the only one who bought this game.
Awesome game! Go get it! <3. WoW... Uh... The dialog is virtually unreadable, it is worse than the most raw manga scantilation
you can find... if I were the developer I would be embarrased to release this without some kind of proofreading, let alone
editing.
Oh, and the voice acting... is she sucking on an orange or something? I seriously found the only sex scene I played through in the
prelude to be, well, sort of dumb, do they even know how to kiss?
Seriously, if you do not get this in a bundle, just walk away... walk away!. Mr. X: m'lady *tips fedora*
Claire: *tips fedora back*
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THIS GAME IS A GIFT FROM GOD. if you enjoy 2D fighting games with a LOT of blood and gore than this is the perfect
game for you. Ive not played a great deal yet, but I havent found a Vive game that made me laugh or sweat quite as much as this.
Well worth parting with 10 shiny dollars for.

The mechanics are quite simple and it's very much WYSIWYG. But in its simplicity hides a legitimate fear of being smacked in
the head by a ball of ice. The styling is lovely and the feel of throwing snowballs and manipulating the blocks to create forts is
spot on.

Some balancing probably required (v0.503 played) as it's quite difficult straight off the bat.

Look forward to seeing where the developers take it.. I really have enjoyed this game, got it for my birthday and have been
playing pretty much nonstop.. I actually bought this game for my kids, but after watching them play, I also purchased it. It is a
surprisingly fun game and terrific time eater. Worth looking into! :). Yes, hello, 911? Creepy music is already playing and I just
started the game.

Just kidding. The game creates excellent scary atmosphere with the music and visuals. Right from the start you get this uneasy
feeling that something is very off in this ryokan. I was very captivated with the story and spooky atmosphere this Nancy Drew
had to offer. Although prepare yourself for some difficult puzzles because this game has quite a few. From the sudoku to that
stupid painting backing, you'll be spending quite a bit of time working that brain of yours.

Super fun and super challenging. The truths you uncover at your stay in Japan will surprised you, as will the ending.. The
blaxplotation its infame, the stereotypes overflowig diminish what could have been a fun experience. I ignored most of them but
the ending just gives the last slap and its just plain disgusting.

The game is a casual game, get it on a heavily discounted sale, fiish it whole them forget it.
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